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One design for three-dimensional multimicrophone probes is the four-microphone orthogonal

design consisting of one microphone at an origin position with the other three microphones equally

spaced along the three coordinate axes. Several distinct processing methods have been suggested

for the estimation of active acoustic intensity with the orthogonal probe; however, the relative mer-

its of each method have not been thoroughly studied. This comparative study is an investigation of

the errors associated with each method. Considered are orthogonal probes consisting of matched

point sensor microphones both freely suspended and embedded on the surface of a rigid sphere.

Results are given for propagating plane-wave fields for all angles of incidence. It is shown that the

lowest error for intensity magnitude results from having the microphones in a sphere and using just

one microphone for the pressure estimate. For intensity direction, the lowest error results from hav-

ing the microphones in a sphere and using Taylor approximations to estimate the particle velocity

and pressure. VC 2012 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.3692242]

PACS number(s): 43.58.Fm, 43.20.Fn [DKW] Pages: 2841–2852

I. INTRODUCTION

Active intensity is an acoustic energy quantity useful in

characterizing sound fields. One important application is its

use in sound source localization. To calculate this quantity at

a given point in space, the pressure and particle velocity at

that point must be simultaneously known. The pressure can

be estimated using a finite sum between two or more micro-

phones and the velocity with a finite-difference calcula-

tion—a method known as the p-p technique.1–3 This is in

contrast to the p-u technique, wherein the particle velocity is

measured directly.4,5 With two microphones, the intensity

can be estimated in one dimension, whereas with four or

more microphones it is possible to get a complete three-

dimensional estimation.6

Such probes, also capable of estimating energy density,

are referred to as multimicrophone probes (alternatively

known as vector probes, intensity probes, or energy density

sensors) and have been in wide use since the 1980s. The three

most common designs of multidimensional, multimicrophone

probes are the four-microphone orthogonal design,7,8 the

four-microphone regular tetrahedron design,9–11 and the

six-microphone design.6,12 In this work the four-microphone

orthogonal design will be investigated by comparing the

various implementations of this probe design in estimating

intensity.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the orthogonal design consists of

one microphone at an “origin” position (labeled microphone

1) with the other three microphones (labeled 2–4) equidistant

from the first microphone along the three coordinate axes. It

has previously been referred to as the “cubic” probe,13,14 but

“orthogonal” is preferred here because the probe does not

consist of microphones at all the vertices of a cube.

Many multimicrophone probes consist of microphones

suspended in space near each other, with acoustic scattering

avoided by making the microphone-holding fixture as small

as possible.15,16 Such probes are typically analyzed assuming

that the microphones are point sensors freely suspended in

space, thus neglecting any effects from scattering.8,14 It has

alternatively been suggested that the microphones be embed-

ded on the surface of a hard sphere, a situation where the

scattering is predictable.17 It was shown that, for a two-

microphone case, having the sensors embedded in a sphere

results in slightly less error in measuring acoustic quantities

in both active and reactive fields when the microphone

responses are matched. However, when phase and amplitude

mismatch are introduced, the effect is lost and the errors are

dominated by the mismatches. But in both cases (with

matched or mismatched microphones), the spherical scatter-

ing effectively allows for the physical microphone separa-

tion distance in spherical probes to be made more compact

by a factor of 2/3 with equal low-frequency error.12,17 Due

to the benefits resulting from the spherical scattering, a

spherical orthogonal probe design has been suggested and a

prototype has been made, resulting in a probe as shown in
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Fig. 1(b).18 Although work has been done for the two-

microphone case,12,17 a thorough study has not been done to

investigate whether mounting the microphones on a sphere

(spherical scattering) or having them freely suspended

(assuming no scattering) results in more accurate measure-

ments for orthogonal probes. In this paper, results from a rigid

sphere probe design will be compared to those from a freely

suspended probe design.

The various processing methods used to estimate the

intensity vector using an orthogonal multimicrophone probe

along with the consideration of whether or not to mount the

microphones on a sphere lead to 16 intensity calculation

combinations considered in this paper. Section II outlines

the various processing methods used with the orthogonal

probe and Sec. III presents the cross-spectral formulas that

correspond to each processing method. The model that is

used to compare the methods is described in Sec. IV, results

are presented and discussed in Sec. V, and concluding

remarks are given in Sec. VI.

II. INTENSITY ESTIMATION METHODS

Active acoustic intensity is a measure of the net flow of

energy carried by an acoustic wave through a unit area.

Using complex notation, the time-averaged intensity is given

by

I ¼ 1

2
Re pv�f g; (1)

where p is the complex pressure, v is the complex particle

velocity vector, the complex conjugate is denoted by an as-

terisk, and the real part is denoted by “Re.” The various or-

thogonal probe processing methods arise from different

ways to estimate the particle velocity and the pressure in this

expression.

A. Particle velocity estimation

There are two ways the particle velocity has been esti-

mated with the orthogonal probe. Commonly, a finite-

difference approximation between each of the two-microphone

pairs along the x-, y-, and z-axes is used, thereby estimating the

x-, y-, and z-components of the velocity.8,14,19,20 This is done

by starting with the time-harmonic, linear Euler’s equation

(using the ejxt time convention),

v ¼ jrp

qx
; (2)

where q is the air density, x the angular frequency, and j the

imaginary unit. The gradient of the pressure is estimated by

a finite-difference estimate between microphone pairs lying

along each coordinate axis, resulting in the following parti-

cle velocity expression:

v ¼

vx �
jðp2 � p1Þ

2hqx

vy �
jðp3 � p1Þ

2hqx

vz �
jðp4 � p1Þ

2hqx
;

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

(3)

with 2h being the distance from the origin microphone to

any of the three other microphones and p1, p2, p3, and p4

being the complex pressures at the microphone locations

shown in Fig. 1. The systematic method of obtaining least-

squares finite-difference estimates described by Pascal and

Li14 gives this expression for the orthogonal probe.

If the microphones are mounted on the surface of a

sphere Elko17 found that the separation distance must be

multiplied by a low-frequency correction factor of 3/2. In

this case, 3h would be used in Eq. (3) instead of 2h. This cor-

rection factor is needed for an accurate low-frequency

(approximately ka< 1) estimate of the pressure gradient

using the finite-difference method. It represents an increased

effective distance between the microphones due to the scat-

tering introduced by the sphere and is the reason the spheri-

cal probe can effectively be made more compact by a factor

of 2/3.

Using Eq. (3) to obtain the particle velocity results in

each component of the velocity being estimated at a different

point in space and so is referred to in this work as the “three

points” velocity estimate. Rasmussen6 suggested that this is

an important weakness of the orthogonal design. To offset

this, Cazzolato and Ghan13 have suggested using a weighted

pressure estimate to put the point where the pressure is esti-

mated closer to the three points where the velocity is esti-

mated—an idea described more fully in the next section on

pressure estimation. Alternatively, Locey18 has proposed

using a first-order Taylor approximation of the velocity uti-

lizing the finite-difference results of all six two-microphone

pairs to put the three velocity estimates at one point. With

the origin microphone at (0, 0, 0) this method gives an esti-

mate of all three components of the velocity at the point

(h, h, h) in the following manner.

The x-component of the particle velocity is approxi-

mated as

vxðh; h; hÞ � vxðh; 0; 0Þ þ h
@vx

@y

����
ðh;0;0Þ

þh
@vx

@z

����
ðh;0;0Þ

: (4)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Four-microphone orthogonal probe designs with

microphones freely suspended (a) and mounted on the surface of a sphere

(b). Dots represent microphone locations.
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The partial derivatives with respect to the y- and z-directions

could themselves be approximated by first-order Taylor

approximations,

@vx

@y

����
ðh;0;0Þ

� vxðh; h; 0Þ � vxðh; 0; 0Þ
h

;

@vx

@z

����
ðh;0;0Þ

� vxðh; 0; hÞ � vxðh; 0; 0Þ
h

;

(5)

leading to the final expression

vxðh; h; hÞ � vxðh; h; 0Þ þ vxðh; 0; hÞ � vxðh; 0; 0Þ: (6)

These three terms correspond to velocities estimated at the

three points shown in Fig. 2. The x-direction velocity at

(h, 0, 0), the midway point between microphones 1 and 2, is

calculated using a normal finite difference between those two

microphones. However the x-velocity estimates between

microphones 2 and 3 and between microphones 2 and 4

require extra calculations because finite differencing between

these microphones yields velocities with both x- and y-com-

ponents (they would point along the directions of the dashed

lines in Fig. 2). The problem is overcome by using the veloc-

ity information from other pairs of microphones to make an

initial estimate of the direction of the velocity. Estimation of

vx(h, h, 0) is used as an example. A diagonal velocity (vdiag)

between microphones 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 3 can be cal-

culated at this point using a finite-difference approximation.

Then the angle of the three-dimensional particle velocity in

the xy-plane can be approximated using the x-direction veloc-

ity (obtained from microphones 1 and 2) and the y-direction

velocity estimate (obtained from microphones 1 and 3) as

hxy � tan�1
vyð0; h; 0Þ
�� ��
vxðh; 0; 0Þj j ; (7)

where vertical bars give the absolute value of the complex

velocity. However, the angle hxy must be multiplied by a

factor of �1 if the difference in phase between vx(h, 0, 0) and

vy(0, h, 0) is between p=2 and 3p=2 radians—that is if

p
2
� arg

vxðh; 0; 0Þ
vyðh; 0; 0Þ

� �����
���� � 3p

2
; (8)

where “arg” denotes the angle of the complex number and

the vertical bars give the absolute value of the real number.

This step is necessary because Eq. (7) uses only the magni-

tudes of the complex velocities—not enough information to

uniquely identify the direction of the acoustic wave. The

steps defined in Eqs. (7) and (8) were suggested by Locey as

a method to estimate the direction of the plane wave given

its orthogonal, complex components. For the plane wave

analysis in this paper, Locey’s method appears to work well

as defined.

With hxy and vdiag estimated, the x-direction velocity at

(h, h, 0) can then be estimated as follows. The velocity vdiag

is considered to be a component of particle velocity in the

xy-plane.

The estimate of this actual velocity in the xy-plane is

called vxy and its direction is estimated as hxy. The velocity

vx(h,h,0) is then the x-component of the velocity vxy as

shown in Fig. 3 and is calculated using

vxðh; 0; 0Þ � vdiagðh; h; 0Þ
cosðhxyÞ

cos 3p=4� hxy

� � : (9)

The final term needed in Eq. (6) to calculate vx(h, h, h) is the

velocity vx(h, 0, h) and is obtained in a manner similar to

vx(h, h, 0), but in the xz-plane instead. A similar formulation

leads to

vyðh; h; hÞ � vyðh; h; 0Þ þ vyð0; h; hÞ � vyð0; h; 0Þ (10)

for the y velocity and

vzðh; h; hÞ � vzðh; 0; hÞ þ vzð0; h; hÞ � vzð0; 0; hÞ (11)
FIG. 2. (Color online) Velocity vectors needed to calculate Taylor approxi-

mation of x-direction velocity at point (h,h,h).

FIG. 3. (Color online) Diagram of method used to estimate x-direction

velocity from diagonal velocity.
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for the z velocity. A three-dimensional velocity vector at

point (h, h, h) is then fully estimated.

There are thus two ways to estimate particle velocity:

First, the typical method of estimating the velocity at three

points in space given in Eq. (3) and, second, using a Taylor

approximation to put all components of the velocity estimate

at the point (h, h, h) via Eqs. (6), (10), and (11).

B. Pressure estimation

To calculate active intensity, pressure must also be esti-

mated. There are five methods to estimate the pressure that

are considered in this work. First, the pressure can be esti-

mated as the average pressure of the four microphones,21

p � p1 þ p2 þ p3 þ p4

4
: (12)

Second, the pressure can be estimated as the pressure from

the origin microphone,14

p � p1: (13)

Third, the pressure can be estimated using a weighted aver-

age of the pressures favoring the origin microphone,

p � 1

3

p1 þ p2

2
þ p1 þ p3

2
þ p1 þ p4

2

� �
: (14)

This weighted pressure estimate has been suggested as an

alternative to the ordinary pressure average in Eq. (12)

because it estimates the pressure at the point ðh=3; h=3; h=3Þ,
which is closer than the point ðh=2; h=2; h=2Þ of the Eq. (12)

average to (h, 0, 0), (0, h, 0), and (0, 0, h), where the velocity

is estimated when Eq. (3) is used.13

The Taylor expansion for collocating velocity estimates,

as described previously, leads to a new method for estimat-

ing pressure. A Taylor expansion of the measured pressures

can be used to estimate the pressure at (h, h, h), collocated

with the velocity estimates. This can be done by the same

process as was used for the velocity in Eqs. (4)–(6), substi-

tuting pressure for x-direction velocity in the following

manner:

pðh; h; hÞ � pðh; 0; 0Þ þ h
@p

@y

����
ðh;0;0Þ

þh
@p

@z

����
ðh;0;0Þ

; (15)

where the derivatives are estimated using the first-order

finite differences

@p

@y

����
ðh;0;0Þ

� pðh; h; 0Þ � pðh; 0; 0Þ
h

;

@p

@z

����
ðh;0;0Þ

� pðh; 0; hÞ � pðh; 0; 0Þ
h

:

(16)

This results in

pðh; h; hÞ � pðh; h; 0Þ þ pðh; 0; hÞ � pðh; 0; 0Þ: (17)

If each of the three pressure terms is given as an average

between pairs of microphones, for example, p(h, h, 0)

� (p2þ p3)/2 then

pðh; h; hÞ � p2 þ p3 þ p4 � p1

2
: (18)

Note that the same pressure estimate results if the Taylor

expansion is used starting from the y-direction or z-direction

analogous to the velocity estimates in Eqs. (10) and (11), or

if the expansion is carried out relative to the origin micro-

phone. Although the Taylor expansion for velocity was

described previously by Locey,18 the method of pressure

estimation in Eq. (18) is unique to this work.

The final method of estimating pressure is to use a dif-

ferent pressure estimate for each of the three orthogonal

directions. The intensity in each orthogonal direction is cal-

culated using the average of only the pressures measured by

the two microphones along that direction. For example, the

x-direction intensity is calculated as

Ix ¼
1

2
Refpxv

�
xg

¼ 1

2
Re

p1 þ p2

2

� �
v�x

n o
(19)

and the total intensity vector can then be obtained from the

three orthogonal intensity estimates. When the pressure is

estimated this way in conjunction with the three points ve-

locity estimate the orthogonal probe is essentially being used

as three one-dimensional probes, such as the probe used by

Vandenhout et al.19 However, it was found that when using

the three points velocity estimate this pressure estimate is

equivalent to using the pressure estimate in Eq. (13). This is

a non-obvious result, and is proven mathematically in the

Appendix.

The pressure estimate method in Eq. (19) could also be

used with the Taylor expansion velocity estimate, however,

the purpose of using the Taylor expansion is then negated as

there are then three non-collocated pressure estimates.

Although the velocity estimate is then at point (h, h, h), the

pressure estimates are at (h, 0, 0), (0, h, 0), and (0, 0, h). As

this pressure estimate method is not useful with the one ve-

locity estimate and redundant with the other velocity esti-

mate, it is not considered further in this paper.

C. Summary of estimation methods

The two ways of estimating the particle velocity com-

bined with the four ways of estimating the pressure lead to

eight ways of estimating intensity with an orthogonal probe

considered here. These processing methods can either be

used with microphones mounted in a sphere or not, resulting

in 16 total probe types. This paper investigates the errors of

each of these methods in measuring the magnitude and the

angle of active intensity for orthogonal probes.

Table I summarizes all intensity processing types and

identifies each by an abbreviation. If the probe type has the

microphones mounted on a sphere, the abbreviation “S/” is

used. In estimating the pressure, “A” signifies that the average
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of the four microphones is used as in Eq. (12), “1” that the

pressure from one microphone is used as in Eq. (13), “W” that

the weighted four-microphone average is used as in Eq. (14),

and “T” that the Taylor approximation is used as in Eq. (18).

A period is followed by the abbreviation for the velocity esti-

mate where “3” is for the typical three points estimate as

given in Eq. (3) and “T” for the Taylor approximation as

given in Eqs. (6), (10), and (11).

III. CROSS-SPECTRAL FORMULATIONS

Cross-spectral formulas allow the intensity to be calcu-

lated in the frequency domain using the cross spectra from

the different time signals measured by the microphones. The

one-sided cross-spectral density for a zero-mean process is

defined as

GmnðxÞ ¼ CmnðxÞ þ jQmnðxÞ

¼ lim
T!1

2

T
E P�mðx; TÞPnðx; TÞ
	 


(20)

for x� 0, where Pm and Pn are the Fourier transforms of the

pressures from the mth and nth microphones, respectively,

over time T. The expectation operator is denoted by E[]. The

real part of the cross-spectral density G is defined as the

cospectral density, C, and the imaginary part as the quad-

spectral density, Q. Some of these equations have been pre-

sented by Pascal and Li,14 but all are given here for

completeness. The formulas given are for probes with micro-

phones freely suspended in space; the variable h must be

multiplied by 3/2 if instead the microphones are mounted in

a sphere. Although not explicitly written in the following

equations for brevity, all cross-spectral densities (and hence

intensities) are functions of frequency. The equation for the

probe type abbreviated “1.3” is

I1:3 ¼

Ix �
Q21

2hqx

Iy �
Q31

2hqx

Iz �
Q41

2hqx
;

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

(21)

probe type “A.3,”

IA:3 ¼

Ix �
1

8hqx
ð2Q21 þ Q31 þ Q41 � Q32 � Q42Þ

Iy �
1

8hqx
ðQ21 þ 2Q31 þ Q41 þ Q32 � Q43Þ

Iz �
1

8hqx
ðQ21 þ Q31 þ 2Q41 þ Q42 þ Q43Þ;

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

(22)

probe type “W.3,”

IW:3 ¼

Ix �
1

12hqx
ð4Q21þQ31þQ41�Q32�Q42Þ

Iy �
1

12hqx
ðQ21þ 4Q31þQ41þQ32�Q43Þ

Iz �
1

12hqx
ðQ21þQ31þ 4Q41þQ42þQ43Þ;

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

(23)

probe type “T.3,”

TABLE I. Summary and abbreviations of considered methods used to estimate intensity with the orthogonal probe.

Abbreviation Scattering Pressure estimate Velocity estimate

A.3 None p ¼ p1 þ p2 þ p3 þ p4

4
Three points

1.3 None p¼ p1 Three points

W.3 None p ¼ 1

3

p1 þ p2

2
þ p1 þ p3

2
þ p1 þ p4

2

� �
Three points

T.3 None p ¼ p2 þ p3 þ p4 � p1

2
Three points

A.T None p ¼ p1 þ p2 þ p3 þ p4

4
Taylor approximation

1.T None p¼ p1 Taylor approximation

W.T None p ¼ 1

3

p1 þ p2

2
þ p1 þ p3

2
þ p1 þ p4

2

� �
Taylor approximation

T.T None p ¼ p2 þ p3 þ p4 � p1

2
Taylor approximation

S/A.3 Spherical p ¼ p1 þ p2 þ p3 þ p4

4
Three points

S/1.3 Spherical p¼ p1 Three points

S/W.3 Spherical p ¼ 1

3

p1 þ p2

2
þ p1 þ p3

2
þ p1 þ p4

2

� �
Three points

S/T.3 Spherical p ¼ p2 þ p3 þ p4 � p1

2
Three points

S/A.T Spherical p ¼ p1 þ p2 þ p3 þ p4

4
Taylor approximation

S/1.T Spherical p¼ p1 Taylor approximation

S/W.T Spherical p ¼ 1

3

p1 þ p2

2
þ p1 þ p3

2
þ p1 þ p4

2

� �
Taylor approximation

S/T.T Spherical p ¼ p2 þ p3 þ p4 � p1

2
Taylor approximation
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IT:3 ¼

Ix �
1

4hqx
ðQ31 þ Q41 � Q32 � Q42Þ

Iy �
1

4hqx
ðQ21 þ Q41 þ Q32 � Q43Þ

Iz �
1

4hqx
ðQ21 þ Q31 þ Q42 þ Q43Þ;

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(24)

and probe type “1. T,”

I1:T ¼
Ix � A1½A2ðQ31 �Q21Þ þ A3ðQ41 �Q21Þ �

ffiffiffi
2
p

Q21�
Iy � A1½A4ðQ31 �Q21Þ þ A5ðQ41 �Q31Þ �

ffiffiffi
2
p

Q31�
Iz � A1½A6ðQ41 �Q21Þ þ A7ðQ41 �Q31Þ �

ffiffiffi
2
p

Q41�;

8><
>:

(25)

with

A1 ¼
1

2
ffiffiffi
2
p

hqx
;

A2 ¼
cosðhxyÞ

cos
3p
4
� hxy

� � ;

A3 ¼
cosðhxzÞ

cos
3p
4
� hxz

� � ;

A4 ¼
sinðhxyÞ

cos
3p
4
� hxy

� � ;

A5 ¼
cosðhyzÞ

cos
3p
4
� hyz

� � ;

A6 ¼
sinðhxzÞ

cos
3p
4
� hxz

� � ;

A7 ¼
sinðhyzÞ

cos
3p
4
� hyz

� � ;

(26)

where

hxy ¼ tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G33 þ G11 � 2C13

G22 þ G11 � 2C12

r
;

hxz ¼ tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G44 þ G11 � 2C14

G22 þ G11 � 2C12

r
;

hyz ¼ tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G44 þ G11 � 2C14

G33 þ G11 � 2C13

r
:

(27)

However, these angles might need to be multiplied by �1

depending on the phase relations between the different veloc-

ity components as shown by Eq. (8) for hxy. But for this step

to be performed in terms of cross-spectra, the phase between

intensity components is compared instead of between veloc-

ity components. This assumes that the pressure estimates of

the intensities are equivalent, which they are not; however,

the assumption serves as a satisfactory approximation. Math-

ematically, this is given by

hxy ¼ �hxy if
p
2
� arg

Q21

Q31

� �����
���� � 3p

2
;

hxz ¼ �hxz if
p
2
� arg

Q21

Q41

� �����
���� � 3p

2

hyz ¼ �hyz if
p
2
� arg

Q31

Q41

� �����
���� � 3p

2
:

; (28)

Probe type “A.T,”

IA:T ¼
Ix � A8ðA2A9 þ A3A10 �

ffiffiffi
2
p

A11Þ
Iy � A8ðA4A9 þ A5A12 �

ffiffiffi
2
p

A13Þ
Iz � A8ðA6A10 þ A7A12 �

ffiffiffi
2
p

A14Þ

8<
: (29)

with

A8 ¼
1

8
ffiffiffi
2
p

hqx
;

A9 ¼ �Q21 þ Q31 þ 2Q32 þ Q42 � Q43;

A10 ¼ �Q21 þ Q41 þ Q32 þ 2Q42 þ Q43;

A11 ¼ 2Q21 þ Q31 þ Q41 � Q32 � Q42;

A12 ¼ �Q31 þ Q41 � Q32 þ Q42 þ 2Q43;

A13 ¼ Q21 þ 2Q31 þ Q41 þ Q32 � Q43;

A14 ¼ Q21 þ Q31 þ 2Q41 þ Q42 þ Q43:

(30)

probe type “W.T,”

IW:T ¼
Ix � A15ðA2A16 þ A3A17 �

ffiffiffi
2
p

A18Þ
Iy � A15ðA4A16 þ A5A19 �

ffiffiffi
2
p

A20Þ
Iz � A15ðA6A17 þ A7A19 �

ffiffiffi
2
p

A21Þ

8<
: (31)

with

A15 ¼
1

12
ffiffiffi
2
p

hqx
;

A16 ¼ 3Q21 þ 3Q31 þ 2Q32 þ Q42 � Q43;

A17 ¼ 3Q21 þ 3Q41 þ Q32 þ 2Q42 þ Q43;

A18 ¼ 4Q21 þ Q31 þ Q41 � Q32 � Q42;

A19 ¼ �3Q31 þ 3Q41 � Q32 þ Q42 þ 2Q43;

A20 ¼ Q21 þ 4Q31 þ Q41 þ Q32 � Q43;

A21 ¼ Q21 þ Q31 þ 4Q41 þ Q42 þ Q43;

(32)

and probe type “T.T,”

IT:T ¼
Ix � A22ðA2A23 þ A3A24 �

ffiffiffi
2
p

A25Þ
Iy � A22ðA4A23 þ A5A26 �

ffiffiffi
2
p

A27Þ
Iz � A22ðA6A24 þ A7A26 �

ffiffiffi
2
p

A28Þ

8<
: (33)

with

A22 ¼
1

4
ffiffiffi
2
p

hqx
;

A23 ¼ Q21 � Q31 þ 2Q32 þ Q42 � Q43;

A24 ¼ Q21 � Q41 þ Q32 þ 2Q42 þ Q43;

A25 ¼ Q31 þ Q41 � Q32 � Q42;

A26 ¼ Q31 � Q41 � Q32 þ Q42 þ 2Q43;

A27 ¼ Q21 þ Q41 þ Q32 � Q43;

A28 ¼ Q21 þ Q31 þ Q42 þ Q43:

(34)
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IV. COMPARISON MODEL

An indication of the relative merit of any one implemen-

tation can be obtained by examining the errors of a probe

consisting of perfect point sensors simulated in a plane-wave

field. In order to directly compare the orthogonal probe

types, a suitable dimensionless variable is needed. The vari-

able ka is used, where k is the wavenumber and a is the

radius of the sphere for spherical probes, or, in the case of

freely suspended probes, it is the radius of an imaginary

sphere that is circumscribed for the four microphone points.

This radius relates to the microphone separation distance 2h
through the relation h ¼

ffiffiffi
6
p

=3
� �

a. However, for direct com-

parison the spherical probe is compared to a freely sus-

pended probe that is 3/2 times larger. This is done because,

as described previously, at low frequencies the effective sep-

aration distance of microphones mounted in a sphere is 3/2

times greater than for those not mounted in a sphere. That is,

the error at any given frequency ka for the freely suspended

probe is compared to the error at 3
2
ka for the spherical probe.

This approach was used by both Elko17 and Parkins et al.12

The time-harmonic complex pressure at any microphone

on the surface of a rigid sphere of radius a in a plane-wave

field consists of incident and scattered pressure. Taking the

center of the sphere as the origin, the total pressure can be

given (using the ejxt time convention) by the series solution22

pi ¼
P0

jðkaÞ2
X1
n¼0

jnð2nþ 1ÞPnðcos hÞ
h
ð2Þ0
n ðkaÞ

(35)

where pi is the pressure at the ith microphone, P0 the ampli-

tude of the plane wave, Pn(cos h) the Legendre polynomial

of order n, h the angle between the incident plane wave and

the ith microphone, and hð2Þ0n the derivative of the spherical

Hankel function of the second type of order n. When scatter-

ing is not accounted for, the pressure at the ith microphone

on the surface of an imaginary sphere of radius a is just the

incident pressure given by

pi ¼ P0ejka cos h: (36)

Higher frequencies generally require more terms in the

expansion to adequately calculate the scattering. Figure 4

shows the percent error of the pressure as a fraction of the

actual pressure as more terms in the series are included for a

plane wave directly incident on a microphone location

(h¼ 0). Other angles of incidence yield similar results. The

“actual” pressure is calculated using a very large number of

terms in the series solution. Results up to ka ¼ p=2 for freely

suspended designs (corresponding to the sphere diameter

being a half-wavelength) and 3
2
ka ¼ p=2 for spherical designs

are considered in this paper, and so 25 terms are shown to be

more than sufficient in the scattering calculation. For the

probe types with microphones not mounted in a sphere scat-

tering was neglected as it would vary dependent on the size

and configuration of the microphones and holders.

The measurement error of any probe design is depend-

ent on the angle of incidence of the travelling plane wave in

relation to the probe. Certain angles of incidence correspond

to underestimation of intensity, whereas others correspond to

overestimation. This angle-dependent error is illustrated in

Fig. 5(a), which shows the intensity magnitude error of the

orthogonal probe type “1.3” as an example. The figure shows

the error (in dB) of the probe estimate relative to the actual

intensity magnitude when the probe is exposed to plane

waves at different angles of incidence for ka ¼ p=32 (on

left) and ka ¼ p=2 (on right). For example, if the monochro-

matic plane wave is incident on the top of the probe, it is

expected that the probe will underestimate the intensity mag-

nitude by �0.009 dB at ka ¼ p=32 and overestimate by

about 2.7 dB at ka ¼ p=2.

Three metrics are used in this paper for probe type com-

parison. First, maximum error, corresponding to the worst

possible probe orientation, is plotted to show the extreme

errors associated with each implementation. Both underesti-

mation and overestimation are undesired so the maximum

error corresponds to either. For example, this metric is calcu-

lated to be 0.009 dB for Fig. 5(a), corresponding to the error

seen at four different angles of incidence (one on the back

side is not seen). Second, a root mean square (rms) error

metric is used. This metric is representative of the magnitude

error expected if the probe were to be randomly oriented in a

sound field and is calculated as the rms average of the deci-

bel errors. Using Fig. 5(b) as an example, the rms error is 1.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Magnitude of percent error in the scattered pressure

calculation as a function of the number of terms used in the infinite

expansion.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Intensity magnitude errors as a function of incidence

angle for probe type “1. 3” at (a) ka¼p/32 and (b) ka¼p/2.
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6 dB. The third metric is the difference between the maxi-

mum and minimum intensity magnitude errors. This metric

must be calculated before taking the absolute value of the

errors; in the example of Fig. 5(b), it is seen to be �1. 9 dB.

The intensity magnitude error spread is a useful metric

because it indicates how well the probe type can be cali-

brated for magnitude. Better calibration can be achieved if

the spread is smaller.

The simulation calculated intensity error at angles of

incidence that were equally spaced using the angular spheri-

cal coordinates h and /. Figure 6 shows the simulated inci-

dence angles as the points of intersection of the latitude and

longitude lines. The error, in dB, for intensity magnitude, at

an incidence angle (hi, /j) was calculated using

Imag errðhi;ujÞ ¼ 10 log
Iestðhi;ujÞ

��� ���
Iexactk k ; (37)

where the estimated intensity magnitude Iestðhi;ujÞ

��� ��� is spe-

cific to incidence angle hi;uj

� �
, whereas the actual intensity

magnitude Iexactk k is not. The intensity direction error was

calculated in degrees using

Idir errðhi;ujÞ ¼
180

p
cos�1

Iestðhi;ujÞ 	 Iexact

Iestðhi;ujÞ

��� ��� Iexactk k

0
B@

1
CA; (38)

where the angle is calculated by dividing the dot product by

the magnitude values.

However, this setup results in a greater number of

angles of incidence evaluated near the poles as can be seen

in Fig. 6, so an rms average error value would favor these

areas of incidence angle. The rms average error metric was

therefore calculated by multiplying the squared error values

by an appropriate weighting function, wi,

Ierr; RMS ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm

j¼1

Xn

i¼1

wiIerrðhi;ujÞ2

m
Xn

i¼1

wi

vuuuuuuut ; (39)

where Ierr is either Imag err or Idir err with n ¼ hstep=pþ 1 and

m ¼ ustep=pþ 1. This is similar to the process used by

Leishman et al.23 and Monson et al.,24 in which equal-angle,

three-dimensional directivity measurements were area-

weighted.

The weighting function converted the results from the

equal-angle spacing used in the simulation to equal-area

spacing, more appropriate in calculating the rms average

error as it does not favor the poles. The weighting function is

given by

wi ¼ cos hi � cos hiþ1; (40)

with

hi ¼
0; i ¼ 1

hstepði� 2Þ þ hstep

2
; i ¼ 2; 3;…; n� 1

p; i ¼ n:

8><
>: (41)

A suitable step size was found to be hstep ¼ ustep ¼ p=50.

The step size needed to be suitably small to achieve a fine

enough mesh of sample points, but also needed to be chosen

carefully because certain step sizes (such as hstep ¼ ustep

¼ sp=4 for s¼ 1,2,3,…) led to some very large errors when

using the Taylor approximation. Using these step sizes

resulted in one specific sample point that had very large

errors due to the geometric properties of the probe and the

Taylor approximation processing method for calculating in-

tensity. Therefore, using an appropriate step size meant

avoiding such particular angles of incidence from being

sampled in order to avoid the large errors and obtain more

meaningful results. These large errors were seen to affect the

maximum error metric, but not the rms average error metric

as the one large-error angle of incidence was “averaged out”

with all the other angles of incidence. However, no large-

error problems were seen to occur for any metric for the step

size p/50.

V. RESULTS

Four pressure estimates multiplied by two velocity esti-

mates (one using and one not using the Taylor expansion)

results in eight processing methods. These processing meth-

ods can be used with probes mounted in a sphere or not,

making 16 total probe types whose errors are plotted.

A. Intensity magnitude errors

Figure 7 shows the rms average and maximum intensity

magnitude errors of the probe types not mounted in a sphere.

In all of the following figures, graphs (a) and (c) correspond

to the particle velocity being estimated by a three-point ve-

locity estimate, whereas graphs (b) and (d) correspond to the

estimate using the first-order Taylor approximation. The dif-

ferent pressure estimates are given as the different lines in

the plots. The top two graphs, (a) and (b), show rms average

errors, whereas the bottom two, (c) and (d), show maximum

errors.

Figures 7(a) and 7(c) show that when the three points ve-

locity estimate is used the lowest rms average and maximum
FIG. 6. Angles of incidence considered shown as the intersection points of

lines of latitude and longitude.
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errors result from using the pressure of the origin microphone

(“1.3”). Conversely, when the Taylor approximation is used

the origin microphone pressure gives the most error (“1.T”).

Comparing left- and right-hand graphs, lower errors are gen-

erally seen when a three-point velocity estimate is used

instead of the Taylor approximation. Overall, the best proc-

essing method for calculating intensity magnitude when not

using a sphere is to use the three-point velocity estimate and

the origin microphone for the pressure estimate (“1.3”).

Results for the probe types with microphones mounted

in a sphere are shown in Fig. 8 and show similar results.

Again the best combination is to use the origin microphone

pressure with a three-point velocity estimate (“S/1.3”). Com-

paring Figs. 7 and 8 reveals that overall the spherical designs

perform slightly better than their freely suspended counter-

parts with scaled microphone spacing. The probe type that

exhibits the least rms average and max error in calculating

intensity magnitude is shown to result from using the origin

pressure microphone without the Taylor approximation with

the microphones embedded on a sphere (“S/1.3”).

B. Intensity direction errors

The errors in estimating the intensity direction are im-

portant because often three-dimensional intensity measure-

ments are used for sound source localization. In these

situations the direction errors tend to be unacceptable at an

upper-frequency limit that is lower than that for the magni-

tude errors. The direction errors are plotted here in degrees,

referring to the angle between the three-dimensional actual

vector intensity and the vector intensity estimated by the

probe. The errors for the probe types not mounted in a sphere

are shown in Fig. 9.

The left-hand graphs in Fig. 9 show that probe type

“T.3” has considerably more direction error than the others

using the three-point velocity estimate. But when the Taylor

expansion pressure is combined with the Taylor expansion

velocity (“T.T”), the lowest intensity direction error is

obtained. Comparing left- to right-hand graphs shows that,

in contrast to the intensity magnitude results, the Taylor

approximation probe types outperform the three-point veloc-

ity types for intensity direction.

The direction errors for probe types mounted in a sphere

are shown next in Fig. 10. The results are similar to those for

freely suspended probes: Using the Taylor expansion pres-

sure is useful with the Taylor expansion velocity (“S/T.T”),

but not with the three points velocity (“S/T.3”). The Taylor

expansion velocity exhibits less error than the three-point ve-

locity. Comparing Figs. 9 and 10, the spherical designs all

exhibit equal or less error than the corresponding freely sus-

pended designs. Overall, the lowest-error method for esti-

mating intensity direction is thus to use a spherical probe

with the Taylor expansion pressure and velocity estimates

(“S/T.T”). A summary of probe types that had the lowest

errors is shown in Table II.

C. Effect of using Taylor approximation

The effect of using the Taylor approximation for the ve-

locity estimate instead of the three-point estimate can be an-

alyzed by looking at the difference in error between any

FIG. 7. (Color online) Root mean square average intensity magnitude errors

for freely suspended designs using either the three points (a) or Taylor

approximation (b) velocity estimate and corresponding maximum errors (c)

and (d).

FIG. 8. (Color online) Root mean square average intensity magnitude errors

for spherical designs using either the three points (a) or Taylor approxima-

tion (b) velocity estimate and corresponding maximum errors (c) and (d).
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Taylor approximation probe type and its corresponding three-

point probe type. Table III shows these results for rms

average intensity magnitude error (labeled “Magnitude”),

intensity magnitude error spread (labeled “Magnitude

spread”), and rms average intensity direction error (labeled

“Direction”) at the highest frequency considered. Examining

the errors only at the highest frequency considered is suffi-

cient as all error curves have been seen to be monotonically

increasing with generally no one curve crossing over any

other curve; that is, the probe types generally remain in the

same order of highest to lowest error independent of fre-

quency. A positive value indicates that using the Taylor

approximation led to more error than using the three-point

estimate. For example the first row of the Table III shows

that, when using the normal average for the pressure estimate,

the Taylor expansion velocity (“A.T”) gives 0. 07 dB more

rms average error in estimating intensity magnitude than

using the three points velocity (“A.3”) at that frequency.

Table III indicates that using the Taylor approximation

is beneficial by up to a few degrees when estimating inten-

sity direction, but not beneficial for intensity magnitude

(except for the two Taylor expansion pressure probe types).

In most cases the magnitude error spread is made worse by

the Taylor approximation.

D. Effect of mounting microphones in sphere

A similar analysis can be performed to compare spheri-

cal and freely suspended designs. Table IV shows the error

difference between spherical and freely suspended designs at

the highest frequency considered. A positive value indicates

that the spherical design resulted in more error than its freely

suspended counterpart. Mounting the microphones in a

sphere is seen to always result in less error for intensity mag-

nitude and for all cases but “1.3” and “W.3” for intensity

direction. However, for magnitude spread, half of the probe

types are made worse by the spherical scattering.

FIG. 10. (Color online) Root mean square average intensity direction errors

for spherical designs using either the three points (a) or Taylor approxima-

tion (b) velocity estimate and corresponding maximum errors (c) and (d).

TABLE II. Probe type with least error for each probe design and quantity of

interest.

Quantity Non-sphere design Sphere design Overall

Intensity magnitude 1.3 S/1.3 S/1.3

Intensity direction T.T S/T.T S/T.T

TABLE III. Error difference between Taylor approximation probe types

and three points probe types at the highest frequency considered.

Probe type Magnitude (dB) Magnitude spread (dB) Direction (deg)

A.T–A.3 0.07 0.92 �1.40

1.T–1.3 1.62 2.46 �1.49

W.T–W.3 0.31 �0.27 �0.72

T.T–T.3 �0.08 3.15 �13.45

S/A.T–S/A.3 0.13 �1.00 �2.67

S/1.T–S/1.3 1.52 3.10 �3.90

S/W.– S/W.3 0.37 �1.84 �2.74

S/T.T–S/T.3 �0.03 1.19 �8.51

FIG. 9. (Color online) Root mean square average intensity direction errors

for freely suspended designs using either the three points (a) or Taylor

approximation (b) velocity estimate and corresponding maximum errors (c)

and (d).
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

General trends from the simulations show that using the

Taylor approximation for the particle velocity estimate gives

better probe accuracy than the three-point estimate for inten-

sity direction, but worse accuracy for intensity magnitude.

Also seen is that spherical designs generally exhibit lower

error than their freely suspended counterparts. The idea of

using a weighted average of the microphones to put the pres-

sure estimate at a point nearer to the three points, where the

three-point velocity is estimated (“W.3” and “S/W.3”) is

shown to give marginally better results than those of the nor-

mal pressure average (“A.3” and “S/A.3”). The idea of using

Taylor expansions to put the pressure and velocity estimates

at the same point in space is shown to be useful in that it

gives the lowest errors for intensity direction, although it is

not preferable for intensity magnitude.

If the quantity of interest is intensity magnitude, the best

results come from probe type “S/1.3”: A spherical design

using the origin microphone for the pressure estimate and

the three-point velocity estimate. Alternatively, if intensity

direction is desired, probe type “S/T.T” gives lowest error:

A spherical design with pressure and velocity estimated

using Taylor approximations. This study suggests then that

in plane-wave fields, the lowest errors are generally attained

when the microphones of the orthogonal probe are mounted

on the surface of a sphere and if the data recorded from the

microphones are processed one way for intensity magnitude

and another for intensity direction. A prototype of this type

of probe is described by Locey18 and Oldham.25

The results of this study are useful in showing the rela-

tive merit of each processing method; however, most all of

the rms average intensity magnitude errors were within

�1–2 dB of each other at the highest frequency considered, a

fairly negligible amount. For intensity direction, the best

probe types were up to �12 degrees better than the worst,

which is likely more significant than the intensity magnitude

error spread. However, because the results presented in this

paper are for ideal sensors in plane-wave fields, results may

differ for reactive fields or if effects such as noise and/or sen-

sor mismatch are included.

For the intensity magnitude results, average error curves

similar to those shown in this paper could be advantageously

used as calibration curves for any particular processing

method, effectively decreasing the maximum error at any

frequency by the amount of average error at that frequency.

However, instead of using the rms average error, the signed

average error should be used for the calibration. A similar

process would not work for intensity direction, as the inci-

dence angle is a two-dimensional quantity, whereas the in-

tensity direction error is a one-dimensional angle. Further

work could examine the direction errors in terms of the two

components h and /, allowing for the development of inten-

sity direction calibration curves.
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APPENDIX: MATHEMATICAL EQUIVALENCE OF
PROBE TYPES “3 1D” AND “1”

The expression for the vector active intensity if the or-

thogonal probe is implemented as three one-dimensional

probes (“3 1D”) is given using complex notation by

I ¼

Ix �
1

2
Re

p1 þ p2

2
v�x

n o

Iy �
1

2
Re

p1 þ p3

2
v�y

n o

Iz �
1

2
Re

p1 þ p4

2
v�z

n o
;

8>>>><
>>>>:

(A1)

where p1 is the pressure from the origin microphone and

p2, p3, and p4 are the pressures from the microphones on the

x-, y-, and z-axes; particle velocities in the three orthogonal

directions are given by vx, vy, and vz; the complex conjugate

is denoted by an asterisk, and the real part is denoted by

“Re.” Using the time-harmonic linear Euler’s equation

v ¼ jrp

qx
; (A2)

with q being the fluid density and x the angular frequency in

conjunction with a first-order finite-difference approximation

of the pressure gradient, the following is obtained and then

simplified as follows:

I ¼

Ix �
1

2
Re

p1 þ p2

2

jðp2 � p1Þ
2hqx

� �� �

Iy �
1

2
Re

p1 þ p3

2

jðp3 � p1Þ
2hqx

� �� �

Iz �
1

2
Re

p1 þ p4

2

jðp4 � p1Þ
2hqx

� �� �

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

¼

1

2
Re

p1 þ p2

2

�jðp�2 � p�1Þ
2hqx

 �

1

2
Re

p1 þ p3

2

�jðp�3 � p�1Þ
2hqx

 �

1

2
Re

p1 þ p4

2

�jðp�4 � p�1Þ
2hqx

 �

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

TABLE IV. Error difference between spherical and freely suspended probe

designs at the highest frequency considered.

Probe type Magnitude (dB) Magnitude spread (dB) Direction (deg)

S/A.3–A.3 �0.49 0.66 �0.09

S/1.3–1.3 �0.33 0.69 0.05

S/W.3–W.3 �0.42 0.75 0.42

S/T.3–T.3 �0.89 �0.29 �5.54

S/A.T–A.T �0.42 �1.25 �1.36

S/1.T–1.T �0.43 1.32 �2.36

S/W.T–W.T �0.36 �0.82 �1.61

S/T.T–T.T �0.84 �2.25 �0.60
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¼

1

8hqx
Im ðp1 þ p2Þðp�2 � p�1Þ
� �

1

8hqx
Im ðp1 þ p3Þðp�3 � p�1Þ
� �

1

8hqx
Im ðp1 þ p4Þðp�4 � p�1Þ
� �

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

¼

1

8hqx
Im p1p�2 � p1p�1 þ p2p�2 � p2p�1Þ
� �

1

8hqx
Im p1p�3 � p1p�1 þ p3p�3 � p3p�1Þ
� �

1

8hqx
Im p1p�4 � p1p�1 þ p4p�4 � p4p�1Þ
� �

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

¼

1

4hqx
Im p1p�2
� �

1

4hqx
Im p1p�3
� �

1

4hqx
Im p1p�4
� �

;

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(A3)

where 2h is the separation distance from microphone 1 to the

other three microphones and j the imaginary unit.

If instead the pressure estimate of the orthogonal probe

is taken to be the pressure of the origin microphone (“1”) the

intensity is

I ¼

Ix �
1

2
Re p1v

�
x

� �

Iy �
1

2
Re p1v

�
y

n o

Iz �
1

2
Re p1v

�
z

� �

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

¼

1

2
Re p1

jðp2 � p1Þ
2hqx

� �� �

1

2
Re p1

jðp3 � p1Þ
2hqx

� �� �

1

2
Re p1

jðp4 � p1Þ
2hqx

� �� �

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

¼

1

4hqx
Im p1ðp�2 � p�1Þ
� �

1

4hqx
Im p1ðp�3 � p�1Þ
� �

1

4hqx
Im p1p�4 � p�1Þ
� �

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

¼

1

4hqx
Im p1p�2
� �

1

4hqx
Im p1p�3
� �

1

4hqx
Im p1p�4
� �

:

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

(A4)

As Eqs. (A3) and (A4) are equivalent, the two processing

methods are equivalent in calculating intensity.
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